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The transverse and longitudinal magnetoelectric susceptibilities �MES� were quantitatively
determined for �001� heteroepitaxial BiFeO3–CoFe2O4 nanostructures. Both of these MES values
were sharply enhanced at magnetic fields below 6 kOe and revealed asymmetric line shapes with
respect to the dc magnetic field, demonstrating the strain-induced magnetoelectric effect. The
maximum transverse MES, which reached as high as �60 mV /cm Oe, was about five times larger
than the longitudinal MES. This observation signifies that transverse magnetostriction of the
CoFe2O4 nanopillars is enhanced more than the bulk value due to preferred magnetic domain
alignment along the �001� direction coming from compressive, heteroepitaxial strain. © 2010
American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3475420�

The magnetoelectric �ME� effect is a physical phenom-
enon in which the electric polarization P �magnetization M�
is modulated by the magnetic field H �electric field E�. There
is a growing interest in the application of ME effects toward
various devices, including magnetic sensors1 and energy
harvesters.2 As such, numerous efforts have been made to
obtain strong ME couplings in ME composites made of
ferroelectric �or piezoelectric� and ferromagnetic materials.3,4

In these types of ME composites, P is varied with M via the
strain �u�-coupling at the interface between the piezoelectric
and magnetostrictive phases. Thus, the configuration of this
interface is a significant control parameter for determining
the extent of ME coupling.1 In this respect, a layered sand-
wich structure �i.e., �2–2� structures� produces a larger ME
coupling than for particulates that are dispersed in a matrix
�i.e., �0–3� structures� because the former has a larger inter-
face area. In contrast, this common practice cannot be ap-
plied to multilayered thin films, where clamping of the non-
magnetic substrate can prevent strain-coupling between the
layers.5

In 2004, an epitaxial thin film composed of CoFe2O4
�CFO� nanopillars embedded in a BaTiO3 �BTO� matrix �i.e.,
�1–3� structures� was grown and suggested to be an alterna-
tive to circumvent the substrate clamping effect. On the other
hand, it has been quite difficult to determine quantitatively
the ME coupling of such nanostructures and, more generally,
numerous ME films, except observing the existence of non-
trivial ME coupling.6 One dominant reason for this difficulty
is that the ME voltage signal is proportional to the film thick-
ness; it typically becomes smaller than 1 �V for film thick-
nesses less than 1 �m. To overcome this difficulty, a large
ac magnetic field �Hac� of up to �1 kOe was recently used
to obtain the effective MES as a function of Hac.

7,8 However,
direct measurements of the MES based on a conventional
scheme that employs small Hac values with variations in the

dc magnetic field �Hdc� would be useful for understanding
the ME coupling of numerous multiferroic films or nano-
structures at the quantitative level. In this work, by use of the
conventional scheme, we provide experimental evidences
that a 300 nm thick BiFeO3–CoFe2O4 �BFO–CFO� nano-
structure has a peculiar MES anisotropy that is not expected
in bulk forms of those materials.

The self-assembled epitaxial BFO–CFO film with thick-
ness of 300 nm was grown on a �001� SrRuO3 /SrTiO3 sub-
strate by pulsed laser deposition.9 The film had the CFO
nanopillars embedded in a BFO matrix with a volume frac-
tion of 1:1. Top electrodes Pt /SrRuO3 were deposited on the
film surface �Fig. 1�a��. For magnetic hysteresis measure-
ments, a vibrating sample magnetometer was utilized. For
ferroelectric hysteresis loops, the displacement current was
measured using a fast digitizer and a high voltage amplifier.

To investigate the MES ����P /�Hac�, especially for
thin films, we developed a highly sensitive ME susceptom-
eter that operates inside the PPMS �Quantum Design�. A pair
of solenoids was designed to induce a Hac of �4 Oe inside
the solenoid pair and a voltage pick-up coil was used to
determine the phase of Hac. In particular, modulated charges,
instead of voltages, were measured using a high-impedance
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Schematic picture, �b� AFM image, and �c� XRD
pattern of the BFO–CFO film with nanopillar structures.
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charge amplifier with a gain factor of 1012 V /C. This makes
the amplified signal independent of film thickness but pro-
portional to electrode area so that the signal-to-noise ratio
was improved. Based on this scheme, we were able to detect
small ME charges in a thin film with a thickness �40 nm
and a circular electrode of diameter �100 �m. The lowest
charge noise ��Q� was �10−17 C, which corresponded to a
voltage noise of �Q /Cs �Cs=sample capacitance�. The deter-
mined � could be converted into the MES expressed as a
voltage unit �E=�E /�Hac using the relationship �=��E,
where � is the absolute permittivity of a specimen.

Figure 1�b� shows an atomic force microscopy �AFM�
image of the BFO–CFO film, in which the CFO phase ap-
pears as rectangles embedded in the BFO matrix.9 Fig. 1�c�
further shows an x-ray diffraction �XRD� pattern of the film
obtained through a �−2� scan around the �002� SrTiO3 peak.
The distinct �00l� peaks of CFO, BFO, and SrRuO3 are con-
sistent with the previous result9 that each phase was epitaxi-
ally grown on the SrTiO3 substrate. The d-spacing of the
CFO nanopillars was estimated as 2.0867 Å from the �004�
peak. This indicates a compressive strain along the �001�
direction, u001=−0.33%, compared with the bulk CFO. Fig-
ure 2�a� shows the magnetic hysteresis loops measured along
the in-plane �i.e., H � �100�� and out-of-plane �i.e., H � �001��
directions. The saturated moment of �3.4 �B / f.u. for both
directions was in good agreement with the reported CFO
value.10 Moreover, there existed a large uniaxial magnetic
anisotropy with an easy axis along the �001� direction. A
linear extrapolation of the in-plane loop yielded a magnetic
anisotropy field of �25 kOe. In a previous study on BTO–
CFO nanostructures, the compressive strain of CFO caused
by heteroepitaxial growth was found to be a primary contri-
bution to the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy;11 a large mag-
netic anisotropy field of 51 kOe was observed for u001=
−1.1%, while the anisotropy field decreased for smaller u001.
Therefore, even in the BFO–CFO film studied here, the mag-
netic anisotropy field of �25 kOe seems to originate from
the presence of a compressive, heteroepitaxial strain of u001
=−0.33% inside the CFO nanopillars.

To determine the P-E loop, displacement current J�E�
was measured while negative, positive, and zero biases were
applied successively in sequence �i.e., −E to E to 0�. The
J�E� curve showed two extremes at �500 kV/cm and 200
kV/cm, at which a reversal of P occurred. In addition to
these extremes, a nonlinear background was found in the
J�E� curve. This could have been from either a Schottky
barrier at the interface or a ferroelectric diode effect.12,13

After subtracting the nonlinear background, the remaining

current density JPE�E� was integrated. In the obtained P-E
loop �Fig. 2�b��, the polarization value was normalized by
the volume fraction of BFO. The saturated P�Ps� of
�62 �C /cm2 is comparable to the previously obtained
value in an epitaxial �001� BFO film.14 After fully poling the
sample along the positive P direction, i.e., top electrode di-
rection as indicated in the inset of Fig. 2�b�, all the MES
measurements were subsequently performed.

Figure 3 summarizes transverse ��31� and longitudinal
��33� MES curves as a function of Hdc. We note that the
similar �31 and �33 curves were obtained at many different
electrode spots of the same film and at those of the same
kind of nanostructured film with a thickness �40 nm. The
�31 clearly shows a sign reversal with the direction of Hdc
and develops extreme points at Hdc= 	6 kOe. This is the
archetypal line shape expected in the strain-coupled ME me-
dia composed of piezoelectric and magnetostrictive materi-
als, supporting that the measured MES data are reliable. In
addition, the �33 curve exhibited an asymmetric line shape
with Hdc, which was similar to the case of �31. However, in
this �33 curve, a small but non-negligible offset at Hdc=0
was observed, of which value was proportional to the elec-
trode area. Thus, this offset was attributed to a small contri-
bution from eddy currents generated inside the electrode due
to �Hac. Except for this offset, the �33 curve was almost an
odd function of Hdc. This further supports that the strain-
coupling is a dominant source of the longitudinal ME effect
as well.

As shown in Fig. 3, �31
0 for Hdc
0 while �33�0 for
Hdc
0. This experimental result reflects that P3 �i.e.,
P � �001�� increases under Hdc� �100�, while P3 decreases un-
der Hdc� �001�. When the Hdc� �100� was applied to the CFO
crystal, the transverse magnetostriction ��31� was positive
�dashed lines in Fig. 3�c��. Thus, the CFO nanopillars and the
BFO matrix, via strain-coupling, were expected to be elon-
gated along the �001� direction.15 It is known from an earlier
study that P3 increases due to the rotation of P with increas-
ing length along the �001� direction.16,17 Therefore, the ob-
servation of �31
0 for Hdc
0 can be qualitatively under-
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FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Magnetic hysteresis loops for the in-plane and
out-of-plane directions measured at 300 K. M is normalized to the volume
fraction of CFO. �b� JPE�E� �solid circle� was integrated to estimate the P-E
hysteresis loop �solid line�.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Transverse ��31� and �b� longitudinal MES ��33�
of the BFO–CFO nanostructure at 300 K. �c� Dashed �solid� lines represent
the transverse ��31� and longitudinal ��33� magnetostriction curves of a
Co0.8Fe2.2O4 crystal with the demagnetized �single� magnetic domain. �d�
Demagnetized, �e� single, and �f� preferred magnetic domain patterns of
CFO are schematically drawn.
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stood as the result of an elongation of CFO/BFO along the
�001� direction under Hdc� �100� and the subsequent increase
in P3. The case of decreasing P3 under Hdc� �001� can also be
understood in a similar way because the longitudinal magne-
tostriction ��33� in the CFO crystal was negative.

However, our MES data are seemingly inconsistent with
the magnetostriction behavior of a bulk CFO at the quantita-
tive level. The maximum to minimum value of �31���31� in
Fig. 3�a�, amounting to �260 ps /m ��120 mV /cm Oe�, is
about five times larger than that of �33���33�. According to
the magnetostriction of a Co0.8Fe2.2O4 crystal with demagne-
tized domains �Fig. 3�c��, a slope of the �33 versus H curve is
at least twice that of the �31 versus H curve.15 Upon assum-
ing that the magnetostriction of CFO nanopillars follows a
bulk behavior, these magnetostriction data predict that ��33
should be at least twice of ��31, which is in sharp contrast
with the results in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�.

Although there might exist several mechanisms to in-
duce enhanced �31 as discussed in a recent anisotropic MES
study using large Hac,

8 one most decisive factor could be the
preferred magnetic domains existing in the CFO nanopillars.
The solid lines in Fig. 3�c� reproduce published �31

s and �33
s

for a Co0.8Fe2.2O4 crystal with a single magnetic domain
along the �001� direction. The single magnetic domain was
obtained through the magnetic annealing process, i.e., cool-
ing under H from high to room temperature.15 In this situa-
tion, applied H � �001� gave rise to the 180° domain wall
motion, which resulted in negligible �33

s . In contrast,
H � �100� resulted in a 90° domain wall motion so that it
produced quite large �31

s . As we discussed above, the com-
pressive, heteroepitaxial strain was a main source of en-
hanced magnetic anisotropy along the �001� direction in the
CFO nanopillars. It is thus likely that the magnetic domains
inside the CFO nanopillars have preferred alignment along
the �001� direction, as illustrated in Fig. 3�f�. If so, similar to
the case of single magnetic domains, the CFO nanopillars are
expected to have enhanced �31 and suppressed �33. As a
result, as observed in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, the BFO–CFO
nanostructure will give rise to a bigger �31 �smaller �33� than
that expected based on the behavior of bulk CFO magneto-
striction.

These results point to the possibility that the strain-
induced ME coupling in the nanostructured film can be quite
different from the macroscopic bulk composite. Application
of a compressive, heteroepitaxial strain to the CFO nanopil-
lars enables to achieve increased �31 to as high as
�130 ps /m ��60 mV /cm Oe� at 6 kOe. Upon increasing
	u001	, as done in the BTO–CFO nanostructures with growth
temperatures,11 the �31 can be further optimized. In compari-
son, our previous study on a thin film made of NiFe2O4
nanoparticulates embedded in a PbZr0.52Ti0.48O3 matrix, �i.e.,
the �0–3� structure� showed maximum 	�31	=4 mV /cm Oe
��4 ps /m� and 	�33	=16 mV /cm Oe ��14 ps /m�,18 which
was clearly smaller than the maximum �31�130 ps /m
found here. Therefore, our results strongly support that thin
films with the �1–3� nanostructure have larger ME couplings

than the other nanostructures �e.g., �0–3� structure�.
In conclusion, we have determined the anisotropic MES

of a 300 nm thick BiFeO3–CoFe2O4 nanostructure. An en-
hancement was observed in the transverse configuration,
which can be explained by the preferred alignment of mag-
netic domain resulting from the heteroepitaxial strain that is
unique to the present �1–3� nanostructure. This investigation
offers quantitative evidences that the nanoscale engineering
of strain coupling is useful for the design of ME devices.
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